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In the helIcopter maIntenance busIness sInce 1947.  

Keeping you flying
Patria Helicopters AB is an authorised service centre for AgustaWestland, 
Bell and Eurocopter. Located at Stockholm-Arlanda International Airport, 
Patria Helicopters takes total technical responsibility for the overhaul, main-
tenance and retrofitting of helicopters. 
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Key player since 1947
patria Helicopters has been a key player in the 

helicopter maintenance business since 1947. 

Our staff has accumulated more than two mil-

lion man hours of maintenance experience. 

We have a well-equipped 9,000 square metre 

workshop, conveniently located for our cus-

tomers next to arlanda international airport. 

clOse tO Our custOmers 
in 1999 Ostermans aero aB was acquired by 

patria. patria is owned by the state of Finland  

and the european aeronautic Defence and 

space company (eaDs n.V.). Our headquarter 

is located at stockholm-arlanda, and most of 

our operational activities are carried out  there, 

but we also have a number of facilities at other 

locations in sweden, norway and Finland. 

 

Flexibility, commitment and experience have 

taken us a long way. these are the basic val-

ues always fostered by the company; as the 

first helicopter operator on mount everest or as 

a supplier to emergency and defence organi-

sations in several countries. We know what is 

needed, we get the job done, and we keep our 

customers flying.

Copyright: AgustaWestland
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the perfect partner for your total maIntenance supportPhoto: Swedish Air Force NH90
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Our expertise has been acquired over the 

years; through experience and an exchange 

of knowledge, but also through curiosity and 

commitment. Our staff has a deep-rooted 

commitment. We always want to exceed our 

customers’ expectations. several companies 

carry out maintenance – but we can do more. 

We often find improvements and solutions that 

in the long-term are both cheaper and better 

for our customers. 

the high technology knowledge base offered 

by patria Group means that we can offer broad 

solutions that few other companies in our in-

dustry can. you can expect more from us.

the perfect partner for your total maIntenance support

Expect more
When people are in danger, when forest fires are raging, or when it is just important to get there in time, that is when 
helicopters need to work. There is no room for anything else. And that is when you will appreciate choosing us as your 
maintenance contractor.
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In the helIcopter maIntenance busIness sInce 1947.  

What can we do for you?
Patria Helicopters has the capacity to support high quality dynamic components and aircraft.

• customisation

• Overhaul and repair of dynamic components 

• aircraft painting

• structural repairs

• Overhaul and repair of avionics and instru-

mentation through a partner company

• Overhaul and repair of hydraulic units 

• Overhaul and repair of electromechanical 

components 

• Full engine overhaul through partner  

companies

• engineering and assessment

• special reworking and repairs

• spare parts sales

• DOa services

• camO services

We are an authorised service centre for agust-

aWestland, Bell and eurocopter. Furthermore we 

can perform maintenance on sikorsky, robins-

son, schweizer and mD Helicopters. the follow-

ing list gives examples of that we can provide. 

Our workshops offer state-of-the-art capacity, 

expertise and rational production.
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Official Eurocopter distributor in all Nordic countries

Spareparts
Eurocopter helicopters

Repair & Overhaul
Airframe - Blades 
Equipment - Retrofits 
Dynamic components

Technical Support
On-site technical support
Eurocopter technical services

Technical Publications  
Indoc - OPEN -  TIPI - FLM
Training 
Simulator
PBH
Exchange program
Appareo Vision 1000

Østnes AERO AS
Olav V’s gt. 6
0161 Oslo  Norway

phone: +47 2414 5800
mail: support@ostnes.no
www.ostnes.no
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Products and service.

patria HelicOpters Has tHe  
FOllOWinG apprOVals:
•  usa, Faa repair station DB5y799m 

• europe, easa se 145.0059 

• sweden, FlyGi rml approval, swedish armed Forces 

• Kingdom of saudi arabia, Gaca, amO-333F 

• slovenia, military aviation authority GŠ sV-55
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a dependable partner

We will not settle for less 
Time is money, a helicopter should be in the air and that is why we 
have high availability and service. It is crucial for your business to 
have the highest possible degree of utilisation; we will not be satisfied 
until you are.

Photo: Anton Asplund 
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Flightcell DZMx
the WORlD’S SMAlleSt, lighteSt 
AND SMARteSt SAtcOM SYSteM*

*IT’S ALSO THE TOUGHEST
DZMx is built to MilSPec and DO160g, and designed to withstand extremes of temperature, vibration and impact.
the DZMx is a single box so it’s fast and easy to install. incredibly, DZMx weighs only 650g!
DZMx iS the ONLY All-iN-ONe IRIDIUM & CELLULAR SOlUtiON FOR VOICE, DATA & GPS TRACKING.

www.flightcell.comwww.idgeurope.com

DiStRibUteD bY iDg eUROPe

Our customers must always be ready to fly. Helicopter operators need to be sure that our technicians 

and mechanics will do their utmost to keep them flying – and that is just what they do. this is why they 

are our customers year after year. they know that we ensure that our work is carried out as quickly 

and efficiently as possible. Our large stock of spare parts is one good way of ensuring short lead times. 

We often hear satisfied customers say that we keep our promises when it comes to our guarantees and 

the intervals between overhaul and maintenance. Because of this they do not suffer additional down 

time; they know that they can rely on what we say. We think that this is why our customers are loyal; 

they know that we provide the right quality and that we will not settle for less.
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do not settle for less

”Seeing the light of the helicopter in that dark 
and stormy sea… The sense of relief cannot be 
expressed in words!”

”Going out on a dark night in bad weather, 
you need to know that the helicopter will per-
form 100%, I would not settle for less.”

Photo: Anton Asplund 
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patria is a globally operating defence, security, 

and aviation group providing customers with 

competitive solutions based on strong exper-

tise and co-operation with trusted partners. 

patria is owned by the state of Finland (73.2 

%) and the european aeronautic Defence and 

space company (eaDs n.V.) (26.8 %). the 

most significant market areas are the nordic 

countries, central and eastern europe, and 

certain countries in the middle east. patria’s 

strength lies in its excellent products com-

plying with natO standards. patria’s areas of 

expertise cover armoured wheeled vehicles, 

mortar systems, ammunition, and life-cycle  

services for these products. in the aviation 

business, patria’s key operations include life 

cycle support services for aircraft and heli-

copters, expertise in aerostructures, as well 

as pilot training. patria also delivers complex 

systems and equipment to defence forces and 

national security authorities. areas of special 

expertise are reconnaissance, surveillance and 

command and control systems, as well as 

their integration and life-cycle support.

Patria – high tech competence in defence, 
security and aviation technology
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Patria Helicopters
Sweden 

tel.   +46 8 593 787 00
Norway

tel. +47 77 836 668

customersupport@patriahelicopters.com
www.patriahelicopters.com

scan the Qr code with your  
smartphone to go to our home page:

P
erfect experience
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